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ABSTRACT
Interactive learning is an umbrella term for methods that attempt to understand the information need of the user and formulate queries that satisfy that information need. We propose to apply the state of the art in interactive multimodal learning to visual lifelog exploration and search, using the Exquisitor system. Exquisitor is a highly scalable interactive learning system, which uses semantic features extracted from visual content and text to suggest relevant media items to the user, based on user relevance feedback on previously suggested items. Findings from our initial experiments indicate that interactive multimodal learning will likely work well for some LSC tasks, but also suggest some potential enhancements.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Today’s plethora of small devices allows capturing a tremendous amount of personal information. The people who make use of these devices to the fullest extent, gathering a variety of information about their daily lives, are termed lifeloggers. The most important feature of a typical lifelog is the image collection generated by a camera attached to the individual lifelogger taking pictures at regular intervals. The lifelog can also contain other sensor data, such as temperature, location, heart rate, and audio, depending on which devices the individual uses. Furthermore, this data can be processed with state-of-the-art computer vision and learning algorithms to produce semantic annotations. Applications of such personal lifelog data include self-monitoring and assisted memory [10].

The Lifelog Search Challenge (LSC) is a competition where researchers are asked to study and develop methods to solve search-related tasks for a multimodal lifelog dataset. Each task in LSC is an independent query, to be solved in a few minutes, where a correct result is a single image returned from a set of relevant images. The query description is given gradually, as might be typical when a lifelog is used to find information and the user slowly remembers more details about the situation. The first edition of LSC, held in 2018, showcased a variety of multimedia browsers aiming to search the lifelog with different approaches, ranging from traditional keyword search to novel virtual reality-based approaches [8].

Working with a lifelog should be a highly interactive process, where the lifelog user is collaborating with the lifelog system on a variety of tasks, ranging from pure exploration of the lifelog collection to focused search tasks to retrieve images relating to
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particular memories. Multimedia analytics has been proposed as a research area aimed exactly at solving such diverse interactive information needs [23]. In multimedia analytics, an analytical session is composed of multiple different sub-tasks, ranging from browsing to seeking a particular known item, thus forming an exploration-search axis. Furthermore, interactive multimodal learning was proposed as an umbrella task capable of satisfying all the tasks on the exploration-search axis [23]. It is therefore of significant interest to apply interactive multimodal learning to LSC.

We have recently developed Exquisitor, a highly scalable interactive multimodal learning approach [13]. Figure 1 illustrates the iterative feedback process employed by Exquisitor as employed with lifelog data. When a lifelog user has an information need, she is initially presented with a set of randomly selected images from the lifelog and asked to give feedback on (some of) the items. The feedback is used to build (and subsequently update) a classification model, which in turn is used to provide new suggestions; this iterative process continues as long as the user deems necessary. A key feature that sets Exquisitor apart from other interactive learning approaches is its scalability: Exquisitor can retrieve suggestions from the YFCC100M collection with sub-second latency, using computing resources that are comparable to today’s high-end mobile device. In this paper, we propose to use Exquisitor to solve the tasks of the Lifelog Search Challenge.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we briefly give background for interactive learning and LSC. Section 3 then outlines the Exquisitor approach and its exploration interface. In Section 4, we look at the dataset provided by LSC and describe the processing required to use it with the Exquisitor approach. In Section 5, we briefly report on initial experiments with interactive retrieval tasks, before concluding the paper in Section 6.

2 BACKGROUND

Interactive learning comes in two basic forms, active learning and user relevance feedback [11]. In active learning, the goal is to create the best possible classifier, so the contribution of the user is typically to annotate samples close to the decision boundary between classes [2, 12]. User relevance feedback algorithms, in contrast, focus on giving users insight into the multimedia collections [17]. As a result, relevance feedback systems typically present as suggestions to the user the items for which the classification model is the most confident [19]. While this latter strategy may require more interactions to achieve the same final quality of the classification model, users may achieve their desired knowledge earlier [23].

Originally proposed in the 90s, early user relevance feedback systems for content-based image and video retrieval commonly relied on visual features that lack meaningful representation, such as colour, texture, shape and edge histograms [19], as well as indexing techniques that are inefficient in high-dimensional spaces, such as R-trees and kd-trees [4]. While relatively little work has been done on user relevance feedback in the last decade, recent advances in both high-dimensional indexing and data representation, along with calls for action from the multimedia community [21, 23], have motivated us to re-visit user relevance feedback with the Exquisitor approach [13].

3 EXQUISTOR

Exquisitor is a user relevance feedback approach capable of handling large scale collections in real time [13]. It uses a Linear SVM classifier as the underlying model deployed to score items in a compressed feature space each interaction round. Furthermore it uses a high dimensional indexing approach based on extended Cluster
Pruning (eCP) [6]. The Exquisitor system used for LSC consists of three parts: (1) a web-based user interface for receiving and judging submissions; (2) an interactive learning server, which receives user judgments and produces a list of suggestions; and (3) an off-the-shelf web server which serves image thumbnails. In the following, we describe the first two parts of the system.

3.1 Exquisitor Interface

The current Exquisitor user interface, shown in Figure 2, is browser-based. It is largely a traditional interactive learning interface, in that users are asked to label positive and negative examples, which are then used to learn their preferences and determine the new round of suggestions. Due to the extreme efficiency of the scoring process, however, the interface itself initiates the request for new suggestions, either at regular intervals or when new examples have been produced.

3.2 Exquisitor Server

Exquisitor is developed to handle large-scale image collections, where each image is described with feature vector data from the visual and text modalities. The main components of the system are a) data representation and indexing, and b) the scoring process. We will briefly describe these in the following.

The high-dimensional feature vectors from the visual and text modality are independently compressed using an index-based compression method [24], where each feature vector is represented using the top 6 features of each modality and compressed into only three 64-bit integers. This results in an item only requiring 24 bytes of space per feature vector modality. The system has no need for decompression as it is capable of scoring the items directly in compressed space.

The compressed feature vectors are then indexed using the eCP high-dimensional indexing algorithm [7]. A set of \( R \) representative vectors is chosen from the collection and each vector is assigned to the closest representative, thus forming clusters in the compressed high-dimensional space. To facilitate retrieval, the clusters are recursively indexed, using the same method to select representatives of the representatives, to a chosen height \( L \) of the index.

In each interaction round, the Linear SVM model yields a classification hyperplane, which is used to form a farthest neighbor query to the cluster-based index. The goal is to yield \( k \) suggestions, which can be presented to the user. From each modality, \( b \) clusters are retrieved and their contents scanned to yield the \( r \) furthest neighbors from hyperplane. Using late modality fusion, these \( r \) candidates from each modality are then merged with a rank aggregation scheme to produce one ranked list, and the top \( k \) overall candidates returned. If further efficiency is required, multiple CPU cores can collaborate in producing the answer, by using \( w \) workers to process \( b/w \) clusters each.

Table 1 summarizes the initial parameter settings we have used for the LSC collection. Note that experiments with YFCC100M have shown that there is a tradeoff between latency and result quality. As more clusters are processed (higher \( b \)) both latency and result quality increase, but at some point result quality stops improving, and may even get worse with additional processing in some cases. We have yet to determine the optimal tradeoff between latency and result quality for the LSC data, but the collection is small enough to fully process in about 20 milliseconds per interaction round using only a single CPU core.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Default</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Offline Indexing Parameters</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( R )</td>
<td>Number of representatives/clusters</td>
<td>417</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( L )</td>
<td>Height of index tree</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Runtime Scoring Parameters</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( b )</td>
<td>Clusters read from the index</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( r )</td>
<td>Candidate items from each cluster</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( k )</td>
<td>Number of new suggestions returned</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( w )</td>
<td>Number of CPU cores used</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4 DATASET PREPARATION

LSC 2019 provides a dataset consisting of lifelog data collected from a single user over the course of 27 days [9]. The dataset consists of 41,665 images with associated metadata and biometric data of the lifeloggert. This section describes how the given data was processed into visual and textual feature vectors for use with Exquisitor.

4.1 Visual Data

In the LSC dataset, visual concepts (e.g., “computer”, “indoor”, and “wall”) have already been assigned to images with a certainty score ranging from 0 to 1. All in all, there are 548 unique concepts in the collection; the highest number of concepts found on a single image is 15. As described above, the 6 visual concepts with the highest certainty scores are retained in the compressed data representation, while the remaining concepts are ignored.

Table 1 summarizes the initial parameter settings we have used for the LSC collection. Note that experiments with YFCC100M have shown that there is a tradeoff between latency and result quality. As more clusters are processed (higher \( b \)) both latency and result quality increase, but at some point result quality stops improving, and may even get worse with additional processing in some cases. We have yet to determine the optimal tradeoff between latency and result quality for the LSC data, but the collection is small enough to fully process in about 20 milliseconds per interaction round using only a single CPU core.

![Figure 3: An example of consecutive images from the LSC dataset, where the first image has valid visual concepts while the following images have none.](image-url)
4.2 Textual Data

The text metadata consists of annotated descriptions for 23,788 images. Along with a general description of the activity in the image, the direct object with which the user was interacting, if any, is also given as text. These two fields were used to extract text feature scores, using a 100-topic LDA model trained on the English Wikipedia corpus using the gensim toolkit [18]. Note that 409 of the 986 items that had no visual features were found to have some textual features, leaving 577 images without any visual or text features.

4.3 Other Data

Additional metadata about the lifelog user were provided, such as location, heart-rate, food information, etc. For now, these have not been used to extract features, but this remains an option. Furthermore, this information could be used to combine filters with the relevance feedback process.

5 INITIAL EXPERIENCES

According to [23], the way a user initially interacts with a collection is by browsing through it. As further insight is gained about the collection and the task of the user becomes more clear, the user can start to narrow the scope until a result is achieved. The question then is whether this type of process is suitable for LSC tasks.

Based on the previous Lifelog Search Challenge, and other similar competitions such as Video Browser Showdown, the likely tasks for systems can be categorized into two groups: Known Item Search (KIS) and Ad-hoc Search (AS). In LSC 2018, the former was dominant. KIS tasks means that there is only one image (or a small set) that will satisfy the query, while AS tasks have more broad answers. In the following, we consider examples of AS and KIS tasks, and describe our initial experiences.

5.1 Example: Ad-hoc Search

As an example AS task, consider finding images where the user is driving. As can be seen in Figure 4, it took only 3 interaction rounds, starting from a random set of images, before the system became well aware of our intent and provided many relevant results. The overall process took a little over 30 seconds (left column), while producing suggestions took on average 30 milliseconds per interaction round.

5.2 Example: Known Item Search

We believe that a KIS task will be harder with a relevance feedback-based system, as finding a suitable Linear SVM model that separates the correct image from the collection will be hard. To test this, we have randomly chosen the image in Figure 5 as an example of a KIS task. Starting again from a random set of images, Exquisitor quickly identified that the information need included laptops or computers, but as the image is very similar to many other images containing laptops or computers, the correct image could not be found in 40 interaction rounds. Note that in LSC, each task generally has a set of images considered relevant, so this example KIS task is most likely significantly harder than LSC tasks, but it was nevertheless instructive, as summarized next.

5.3 Summary of Observations

So far, our work has been more focused on exploration than on identifying known items. While relevance feedback alone should be capable of narrowing the scope of exploration and eventually finding the correct items, some additional functionality appears necessary for the time-constrained LSC tasks. We have identified the following key issues to address before LSC 2019 starts:

1. Using more modalities than only visual and text modalities is the first priority. Metadata, such as location, time, and day, could be used both to find candidates and influence their ranking, thus impacting the choice of suggestions. Furthermore, filters on metadata could be used to reduce the scope of exploration, thus allowing users to more quickly arrive at a correct answer.

2. Currently, the initial set of images is chosen randomly. Using either a visual query or text query to prime the suggestions could be a good addition to the interface. Due to the underlying index structure, such queries can be easily implemented without changing the relevance feedback process.

3. When looking for a known item, it must be possible to instruct the system that, while all of the suggestions shown are indeed relevant, none of them are exactly what is sought. In that case, the system should show further suggestions based on the same model.

4. Currently, the interface only shows image thumbnails. Examining an image in more detail, along with its metadata, could help the user evaluate its relevance, and potentially also help choose which modalities to use or to adjust filters.
6 CONCLUSION
In this paper we have described the initial configuration of the Exquisitor system for our first participation in the Lifelog Search Challenge (LSC 2019). Exquisitor is a highly scalable interactive learning system, which relies on user relevance feedback to improve its model of the user’s information need. What sets this system apart from related work is the scalability, which it owes to innovative feature selection, compression and indexing as well as the ability to train the interactive model and score multimedia items directly in the compressed space. As a consequence, the visual and text features for the LSC collection can be stored in less than 6MB of RAM and processed in about 30 milliseconds on average per interaction round on a modest laptop computer. We have described our initial experiences with using Exquisitor on lifelog data, and proposed a number of enhancements to the system for improved performance.
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